We show a simple connection between determinants and signedexcedance enumeration of permutations. This gives us an alternate proof of a result of Mantaci about enumerating signed excedances in permutations. The connection also gives an alternate proof of a result of Mantaci and Rakotondrajao about enumerating signed excedances over derangements. Motivated by this connection, we define several excedance-like statistics on permutations and show interesting values for their signed enumerator. In some cases, we also obtain the signed excedance-like statistic enumerator with respect to positive integral weights.
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Introduction
Enumerating permutations by statistics is a well-studied area. The most famous statistics on a permutation are descent, inversion, major-index and excedance and their enumerators are classical results, see [4, 10] . The course notes of Foata and Han [6] gives a self-contained introduction to this area.
For a positive integer n, define [n] = {1, 2, . . . ,n} and let S n be the set of permutations on [n] .
For a π = (π 1 , π 2 , . . . , π n ) ∈ S n , define its number of excedances as exc(π ) = |{i ∈ [n]: π i > i}|, its number of non-excedances as nexc(π ) = |{i ∈ [n]: π i < i}| and its number of fixed-points as fix(π ) = |{i ∈ [n]: π i = i}|. For a π ∈ S n , let its number of weak non-excedances be wknexc(π ) = nexc(π ) + fix(π ) and its number of weak-excedances be wkexc(π ) = exc(π ) + fix(π ).
Define the number of descents of π ∈ S n as des(π ) = |{i ∈ [n − 1]: π i > π i+1 }| and its number of ascents as asc(π ) = |{i ∈ [n − 1]: π i < π i+1 }|. For π ∈ S n , define its number of inversions as inv(π ) = |{1 i < j n: π i > π j }|.
It is well known (see [4] ) that excedances and descents are equidistributed when summed over the elements of S n . Thus, if Des n (q) = π ∈S n q des(π )+1 and Exc n (q) = π ∈S n q exc(π )+1 , then Des n (q) = The coefficient of x k in Eul n (q) is called an Eulerian number and denoted A n,k . There are several other equivalent definitions, see [6, Definition 10.2] . We give this definition of Eul n (q) as our Theorem 5 is presented using similar generating function language.
Several signed-statistic enumeration results over permutations are known. Here, for a statistic s : S n → N ∪ {0}, we count π ∈S n (−1)
inv(π ) q s(π ) . Sometimes, the sum is not over all of S n , but over some subset. Loday [9] defined SgnDes n (q) = π ∈S n (−1)
inv(π ) q des(π ) as the signed descent enumerator and conjectured a recurrence relation which Foata and Desarmenien [5] proved. Wachs [15] gave a sign reversing involution on S n , thereby giving an alternate, bijective proof of Foata and Desarmenien's result. Tanimoto [14] has shown divisibility for some coefficients of the signed-descent enumerator by prime numbers. Recently, Barnabei, Bonetti and Silimbani [2] have enumerated signed ascents over involutions using properties of the RSK correspondence.
Enumerating signed-excedance-like statistics over both the set of permutations and over derangements is the content of this work. Mantaci [12] showed the following remarkable result.
In a later paper, Mantaci [11] gave a bijective proof of this result. Mantaci and Rakotondrajao in [13] determined the signed-excedance enumerator for derangements. If D n is the set of derangements on [n] , and if the number of signed derangements is defined as SgnDer n = π ∈D n (−1)
is easy to note (see for example Remark 5) that the SgnDer n = (−1) n−1 (n − 1). We recall that for non-negative integers, i, its q-analogue is defined as [i] 
where q is an indeterminate and [0] q = 0. Mantaci and Rakotondrajao [13] showed the following.
An equivalent, though differently phrased statement, was proved by Ksavrelof and Zeng [8] . For a permutation π ∈ S n , let cyc(π ) be its number of cycles. It is easy to show that for even n,
inv(π ) , both statements being for all
cyc(π ) and by exhibiting a sign reversing involution, showed the following. 
In this work, we give a framework for enumerating signed-excedance by determinants of appropriate matrices. This framework allows us to derive in a unified manner, alternate proofs of the above results of Mantaci [12] and Mantaci and Rakotondrajao [13] , apart from presenting new results on signed excedance-like enumeration.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we show a simple connection between determinants and signed-excedance enumeration. Our framework of evaluating determinants to enumerate signed excedance statistics is easily seen in this section. In Section 2.1, we show several new results, by modifying the definitions of quantities that are sign-enumerated. In Section 2.2, we define new excedance-like statistics which we sign-enumerate in Sections 3 and 4. The motivation for signenumerating such new excedance-like statistics is the neat results that we obtain. In Section 3, we sign-enumerate excedance-like statistics over permutations. In Section 4, we first give our alternate proof of the result of Mantaci and Rakotondrajao [13] and then sign-enumerate some excedance-like statistics over derangements.
Finally, Bagno and Garber [1] have obtained hyperoctahedral and wreath product analogues of Theorem 3. Several results in this work have similar analogues which we will treat in a future paper.
Determinants and signed excedance enumeration
We will deal with n × n matrices, and for any such matrix denote its i-th column as Col i for 1 i n. Fix an integer n > 0 and consider S n . We recall SgnExc n (q) = π ∈S n (−1)
the signed-excedance enumerator. We begin with a determinant based proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. Consider the following n × n matrices
To see this, we only need to note that det( 
where perm(M) is the permanent of any matrix M. A bivariate generalisation of this permanent result is also easy to see. Consider the matrix L n given above. Then perm(
Some similar results
Some simple modifications of the matrix M n above give rise to interesting signed-excedance enumerators. For n
exc(π ) be the signed skew excedance enumerator and let SgnSkExc 0 (q) = 1. Also define the signed weak-skew excedance enumerator
Consider the following two n × n matrices.
Consider the matrix T n . Arguing as above, it is clear that det(
is the n-th Eulerian polynomial with alternate coefficients having opposite sign, with the largest degree coefficient being −1. This follows by setting t = −1 in the bivariate generalization mentioned in Remark 1.
Proof. Consider the matrix U n . Clearly,
By performing the elementary column transformation Col 1 := Col 1 − Col 2 and evaluating the determinant after this transformation, we get the following recurrence for d n (q), where
k=0 a n,k q k , it is easy to see that a n,0 = 1 for all n 0 and that a n,1 = (2 n − n − 1) (i.e. it is the Eulerian number A n,2 ). The above recurrence gives
From this, for k 2 by inducting on n for a fixed k, we get the following (equivalent) recurrences
OR a n,k = a n−1,k − a n−1,k−1 .
(
For k = 1 (i.e. the coefficient of q), when we sum over various n's, we clearly get the generating
The generating function for higher powers of q follows from recurrence (1), completing the proof. 2
Consider the n × n matrices
inv(π ) q wkexc(π ) as the signed weak-excedance enumerator.
weak-excedance enumerator.
Proof. From the definitions, it is easy to see that SgnWkExc n (q) = det(E n ). Further, it is straightforward to see (by applying elementary column operations) that det(
Remark 3. It is easy to see from Remark 1 that perm(
For the next result, we need the following sequence r n (q) of polynomials for n 1. For n 1 and 0 k n − 2, let c n,k = k j=0 n j be the sum of the first k binomial coefficients. Define r n (q) = n−2
n . The polynomials r n (q) for 1 n 5 are given below. We note that these polynomials have coefficients similar to that of the polynomials d n (q) given in the proof of
Proof. We equivalently show that c n,
. The following alternate recurrence is also easy to see:
Proof. It is clear that SgnWkSkWkExc n (q) = det(F n ). Thus, we only need to show that det(F n ) = r n (q) for all n 1. Since the result is true for n = 1, 2 we assume n > 2. Let f n denote det(F n ). Applying the elementary column transformation Col n := Col n − Col n−1 , and evaluating the determinant after this, we get the following recurrence for n 3
The proof is complete by combining with Lemma 1. 2
Excedance like statistics
For π ∈ S n , define its excedance-set as ExcSet(π ) = {i ∈ [n]: π i > i} and its weak-excedance set as WkExcSet(π ) = {i ∈ [n]: π i i}.
For a π ∈ S n , define its excedance-sum as ExcSum(π ) = i∈ExcSet(π ) i and its excedance-length as ExcLen(π ) = i∈ExcSet(π ) (π i − i). The motivation for these definitions come from similar determinant expressions for their signed enumerators and the attractive results obtained.
Enumeration over permutations
We recall the following notation used in q-analogue enumeration (see the lecture notes [6] ). Let q be a variable and for a non-negative integer n, define
Signed excedance like statistic enumeration
Consider the following two n × n matrices
Proof. Clearly, SgnExcSum n (q) = det(P n ). It is easy to check that det(P n ) = (q; q) n−1 , completing the proof. 2
Next, consider the two n × n matrices given above, depending on n − 1 positive integral "weights"
and s i, j = 1 otherwise. Consider a weighted signed-excedance sum statistic, where we assign for an excedance i ∈ ExcSet(π ), a positive integral weight w i . Thus we have n − 1 weights w 1 , . . . , w n−1 where w i is the weight when the i-th position is an excedance. With respect to these weights, define a weighted signed-excedance sum for a permutation as WtdExcSum(π ) = i∈ExcSet(π ) w i and its enumerator as SgnWtdExcSum n (q) = π ∈S n q WtdExcSum(π ) . It is easy to note that when w i = i for 1 i < n, then WtdExcSum(π ) = ExcSum(π ) and when w i = 1 for all i, then WtdExcSum(π ) = exc(π ). As the following is easy to prove on similar lines, we omit its proof. (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n ) and thus permuting the weights w i does not change the signed enumerator.
Similarly, consider a weighted signed-excedance length statistic, where we assign for an excedance i ∈ ExcSet(π ), a positive integral weight w π i −i . Thus we have n − 1 weights w 1 , . . . , w n−1 where w i is the weight when index j is an excedance and the difference π j − j = i. With respect to the weights w i , define a weighed signed-excedance for a permutation as WtdExcLen(π ) = i∈ExcSet(π ) w i and its enumerator as SgnWtdExcLen n (q) = π ∈S n q WtdExcLen(π ) . It is easy to note that when w i = i for 1 i < n, then WtdExcLen(π ) = ExcLen(π ) and when w i = 1 for all i, then WtdExcSum(π ) = exc(π ). The following is immediate.
Theorem 11. For positive integers n
2 and positive integral weights w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n−1 , we have
n−1 . Thus the weighted signed-excedance length enumerator only depends on w 1 .
Signed weak-excedance like enumeration
We recall the definition of WkExcSet from Section 2.2. For a permutation π ∈ S n , define its weakexcedance sum denoted WkExcSum(π ) = i∈WkExcSet(π ) i. Consider the n × n matrix For n positive integral weights W = (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n ) and a π ∈ S n , define its weighted weak-
Theorem 12. For n

1, let the signed weak-excedance sum enumerator as
Proof. It is easy to see that SgnWkExcSum n (q) = det(B n ) and that det(B n ) = q n i=2 (q i − 1). It is also easy to see from Eq. (2) that this expression is identical to
n (q; q) n , completing the proof.
The proof for the weighted case is identical, except that we change i to w i and is hence omitted. 2
Signed skew weak-excedance like statistic enumeration
Consider the n × n matrices − i + 1) . Similarly define its weak-excedance sum as WkExcSum(π ) = i∈WkExcSet i. For n 1, define the signed skew weak-excedance sum enumerator as
WkExcSum(π ) . More generally, when there are n positive integral weights w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n , define WkWtdExcSum(π ) = i∈WkExcSet w i and the weighted analogue SgnSkWkWtdExcSum = π ∈S n (−1)
WkExcLen(π ) be the signed skew weakexcedance length enumerator.
Proof. It is easy to see that
, completing one proof. The proof for the weighted version is similar, just that we replace i by w i . This completes the proof. 2
Proof. From the definition of D n , it is easy to see that SgnSkWkExcLen n (q) = det(D n ). It is again straightforward to see that det(D n ) = 2 n−1 q n , completing the proof. 2
Signed skew excedance like statistic enumeration
Let R n be the following n × n matrix.
Proof. It is clear that SgnSkExcLen n (q) = det(R n ). It is again easy to see that det(R n ) = (1 + q) n−1 , completing the proof. 2
Signed weak-skew excedance like statistic enumeration
The following two are immediate from the results of Section 3.1.
Proof. Follows from the simple observation that
Proof. Follows immediately by noting that
SgnWkSkExcLen n (−q) = (−1) n det(S n ). 2
Enumeration over derangements
Let D n ⊆ S n be the set of derangements on [n]. We will consider several matrices considered in Sections 2 and 3 but with their diagonal elements made zero. If α n is a matrix from Section 2 or Section 3, we will denote the same matrix with all diagonal elements made zero as D α n . Thus, for example, we have the two n × n matrices
We begin with an alternate proof of Mantaci and Rakotondrajao's result. Let DSgnExc n (q) =
inv(π ) q exc(π ) be the signed excedance enumerator.
Proof of Theorem 2. Consider the matrix
, where P n (q) = n k=0 a n,k q k is the polynomial occurring in Mantaci and Rakotondrajao's work [13, Table 1 ] and perm(D M n ) is the permanent of D M n . This polynomial P n (q) will appear again in Corollary 1.
Remark 4.
More generally, if we consider the matrix D L n given above, it is easy to see that perm(D L n ) is a bivariate generalisation of the polynomial P n (q) in the sense that perm(D L n ) = P n (q, t) where P n (q, t) = n k=0 a n,k q k t n−k .
Remark 5.
If D n = |D n | is the number of derangements in S n , then it is well known (see for example [3] ) that
inv(π ) is the signed derangement number, then since SgnDer n = det( J − I) n×n where J and I are the n × n allones and identity matrix, we get an analogous relation SgnDer n = (n − 1)(−SgnDer n−1 − SgnDer n−2 ) where SgnDer 0 = 1, SgnDer 1 = 0. Theorem 2 yields the following q-analogue of this recurrence: 
Proof. It is clear that
DSgnSkExc n (q) = det(D F n ). To evaluate det(D F n ),(q) = (1 − q) · d n−1 (q) + q · d n−2 (q
Signed excedance-like statistic enumeration
After performing the elementary column operation Col n := Col n − Col n−1 , we get the following recurrence: 
Proof. We induct on n, the dimension of the matrix, with the base case n = 2 being clear. As a preliminary for the next result, we recall the definition of Chebysheff polynomials U n (x) for n 0 of the second kind (see [7, Appendix C]). U n (x) is a sequence of polynomials defined by U 0 (x) = 1; U 1 (x) = 2x; and
Alternatively, they are also defined by the generating function
inv(π ) q ExcLen(π ) be the signed excedance-length enumera-
It is easy to check that m 1 (q) = 0, m 2 (q) = −q. Hence, the theorem follows for n = 1, 2. Further, for n 0, we derive the following recurrence
To see this recurrence, perform the elementary column operation Col n := Col n − q · Proof. It is clear that DSgnSkExcLen n (q) = det(D R n ). Let r n (q) = det(D R n ). As in the proof of Theorem 18, performing the elementary column operation Col n := Col n − q · Col n−1 and then evaluating the determinant of the resulting matrix gives us the following recurrence: r n (q) = q · r n−2 (q). It is easy to see that r 2 (q) = q and r 3 (q) = 0. Using the above recurrence with these initial values yields us r 2n (q) = q n and r 2n+1 (q) = 0, completing the proof. 2
